
Amendments

Publisher Correction: Revealing the invariance of vectorial structured light in  
complex media
Isaac Nape   , Keshaan Singh, Asher Klug, Wagner Buono   , Carmelo Rosales-Guzman, Amy McWilliam, 
Sonja Franke-Arnold   , Ané Kritzinger, Patricia Forbes   , Angela Dudley and Andrew Forbes   

Correction to: Nature Photonics https://doi.org/10.1038/s41566-022-01023-w, published online 23 June 2022.

In the version of this article initially published, there was an error in the expression directly following equation (3) where the text now 
reading “where |v1〉=TB|u1〉 and |v2〉= TB|u2〉” appeared initially as “where |v1〉 =TB + t12|u2〉 and |v2〉 = TB.” The error has been corrected in 
the HTML and PDF versions of the article.

Published online: 25 July 2022 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41566-022-01061-4

© The Author(s), under exclusive licence to Springer Nature Limited 2022

Nature PhotoNics | VOL 16 | SePTeMBeR 2022 | 668 | www.nature.com/naturephotonics668

Publisher Correction: Femtojoule femtosecond all-optical switching in lithium  
niobate nanophotonics
Qiushi Guo, Ryoto Sekine   , Luis Ledezma   , Rajveer Nehra   , Devin J. Dean, Arkadev Roy, Robert M. Gray, 
Saman Jahani    and Alireza Marandi   

Correction to: Nature Photonics https://doi.org/10.1038/s41566-022-01044-5, published online 23 June 2022.

In the version of this article initially published, in the fourth paragraph of main text, there was a typographical error in the sentence 
now reading “Although the poling period is designed for phase-matched SHG, the poling defect locally changes the phase relationship 
between the first-harmonic (FH) and the second-harmonic (SH) waves by Δϕ = ϕ2ω − 2ϕω = π” where a delta originally appeared at the 
end of the equation. The error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.

Published online: 3 August 2022 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41566-022-01071-2

© The Author(s), under exclusive licence to Springer Nature Limited 2022
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